By MALCOLM STONE

The regulation of TGs will be under the control of a temporary governing and sanctioning board set up by the Human Relations Commission during the San Luis Obispo City Council meeting Tuesday night.

The council accepted the recommendation on a temporary basis in lieu of ordinance 887, a restrictive measure which would prohibit TGs. Ordinance 887 was tabled.

Until the city council acts on an ordinance, TGs will be governed by existing state laws and the experimental governing board.

Wally Geer, spokesman for Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC), said TGC pushed for a chance to come up with this. I came up with it, he feels will be equitable modifications. All of this is a direct result of comments from (the city council) and members of the community during the week.

Geer said recommendation was a "gentleman's agreement" that it was "no way intended to pass the book."

Several councilmen had specific changes they wanted to see in the bylaws.

Kinnon Blake said he was pleased and attentive to Geer's presentation, but Geer had neglected his most "vainest complaint" about teenage drinking.

Geer claimed only two complaints were reported after the last TG on Phillips Lane, but Blake said he had a complaint of "Idiotic drunk driving by a teenager" which involved the hospitalization of "five or six" people. He said he had learned the TG had attended a TG on Phillips Lane.

Blake said if wording was changed from "college age" to 21 pending a change in the legal drinking age it would satisfy him.

John Brown said "actually it's merely a statement of good intentions. There's no real protection of the neighbors. After the moment I lean toward this amended ordinance." Mayor Kenneth Schwartz repeated his original objections to argumentative increases. "What is the community's best interest.

what is an incident, and what is a substantial infringement?"

"I would be willing to give it a chance if the IFC sub-committee continues six months to monitor it. This committee has got to find away to monitor these parties so that they don't blow up."

(Continued on page 8)

Chou and Nixon want 'peaceful coexistence' by STEWART KENNEDY

Peking (UPI) — President Nixon and Premier Chou En-lai were reported Wednesday to have reached broad agreement on continuing Biafra-African contacts, short of formal diplomatic relations, and exchanging students, scientists and reporters in a spirit of "peaceful coexistence."

The general outline of their prospective accord emerged as Nixon and Chou met for more than four hours at the President's lakeside villa in the western suburbs, a 15-minute drive from downtown Peking.

A light snow fell outside as the two leaders completed their longest conference. They have held nine hours of closely guarded discussions since Nixon arrived Monday. The White House staff refused as usual to give more than the barest details of who met when.

BUT as President and Mrs. Nixon looked forward to a five-hour sightseeing tour Thursday in the morning of the famed Great Wall of China and the Ming Tombs northwest of Peking, resident diplomats said Nixon and Chou had made considerable progress in working out a formula for declaring a new era in their two countries relations.

Although specific details were believed to have been left for Secretary of State William P. Rogers and Foreign Minister Chi Peng-yi to discuss in separate, companion meetings, it was understood there was general consent to an exchange of scholars, new reporters and scientists.

Officials also made clear there was a plan to maintain future contacts at a level below that of full diplomatic relations possibly in some third country such as Canada, with which China recently exchanged ambassadors.

SAC election results given

The election of three representatives to the Student Affairs Council ended Wednesday, seeing Tim Ploche, Wayne Warren, and Steve Depper as victors.

The polls, which were open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. attracted only 360 voters, according to Steve Greenberg, a member of the elections committee. The votes were tallied by hand within an hour after the polls closed, said Long Beach Depper as the highest vote getter with 78. Depper will represent the school of Business and Social Science, with Ploche and Warren representing the school of Engineering and Technology.

Voter registration rally attracts 250 students

Voter registration, petition signing and a fund-raised AI-sponsored rally drew drifting crowds of up to 300 people at any one time Tuesday.

Bands and speakers attracted the crowds and several tables were set up to push petitions and voter registrations. Interested students could sign up to block leaders for the recycling effort, endorse a petition to place a proposed law about marijuana on the ballots, and register to vote.

Pete Vincent, county coordinator of the marijuana initiative, estimated that over 300 people had signed the petition during the rally. "Statewide, there's probably 100,000, and close to 1,000 signatures from this county," said Vincent.

In order to sign the petition, a person must be registered to vote in this county. Around 80 people who wanted to sign the initiative had to be sent to a registration table first, according to Vincent. Registrators had between 200 and 300 people sign on the dotted line, according to Vincent.

The idea behind the rally was to get students involved in issues of today—voting, drug problems and ecology. In the words of Vincent, it was a definite success.

"Everybody loves a parade... and some even like band concerts. If you're one of the ones that do, the Symphonic Band's sixth annual Winter Band Concert on Friday may be right up your alley."

According to William V. Johnson, conductor of the bands on campus, three new specialty groups that will perform are the Woodwind Quintet, Percussion Ensemble and Studio Band.

The Woodwind Quintet is composed of one instrument from five different sections of the Symphonic Band. These include a flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and French horn.

The Quintet plays in a contemporary style and will add a formal touch to the concert. Its repertoire includes "Passe-Persive" by A. Harche, "Pastoral" by G. Pierre, and "Quintet on Op. 45" by E. Morias.

The Percussion Ensemble is an 11-member group made up of the entire drum section of the Symphonic Band plus four wind instruments. This group provides some unique sounds and rhythm as it uses almost every known percussion instrument. The ensemble will be performing a composition entitled "Rhythms" by Lawrence Lee.

The newly formed Woodwind Quintet will be featured today at 11 a.m. in the college theater.

The Studio Band is a group formed to provide entertainment at indoor athletic events, as well as to provide atmosphere at band concerts. It consists of saxophones, trombones, trumpets, drum, guitar, and flute.

Band will perform

The Studio Band will perform at 11 a.m. in the college theater.

The Studio Band is a group formed to provide entertainment at indoor athletic events, as well as to provide atmosphere at band concerts. It consists of saxophones, trombones, trumpets, drums, guitar, and flute.

Radio Band selections will include "One," "My Way," "Get Together," and "Monday Morning." Several other selections from the field (Continued on page 4)
No one owes a thing

People are working about their animals. I'm against the idea of a "tree" child care center on campus. I could attend class without taking care of a dog. Kennel located on campus? That way students with dogs could attend class without worrying about their animals.

When we start giving rewards for owning a child, it makes population control that much harder. I'm against the idea of a "tree" child care center on campus.

Irish Army leaders jailed

Dublin (UPl)—Police arrested seven leaders of the Irish Republican Army and its political wing Wednesday and sought the other members of the Irish Republic's most stringent crackdown on the IRA since World War II. Police said Cathal Goulding, chief of the IRA's official wing, British army officers' mess at the Catholic Army Chaplain, five "Bloody Sunday" said it was in reprisal (or the Jan. 1972 incident) for the 1970 election.

No one forced these women to have children, and we don't owe them a thing.

When we start giving rewards for owning a child, it makes population control that much harder. I'm against the idea of a "tree" child care center on campus. I could attend class without taking care of a dog. Kennel located on campus? That way students with dogs could attend class without worrying about their animals.

When we start giving rewards for owning a child, it makes population control that much harder. I'm against the idea of a "tree" child care center on campus. I could attend class without taking care of a dog. Kennel located on campus? That way students with dogs could attend class without worrying about their animals.

What's the connection?

Men Indicted for conspiracy

Washington (UPI)—A federal grand jury indicted the commander and three other top officers of Air National Guard Wednesday on charges of conspiring illegally to solicit political contributions, partly for Gov. George C. Wallace.
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summer jobs available

A spring photo contest that is part of the mission heading "Solar farms"...
Mass transit versus automobiles: 'few radical changes in future'

by RANDY WHITCOMB

The pros and cons of "Local Transportation of the Future" as well as some of the problems involved in getting it, were discussed at a lecture given in conjunction with Engineering Week.

Henry Case, District Programs and Budgets Engineer and part-time engineering instructor here, began his talk by explaining where this county stands in the process of transportation improvement. A small percentage of the total state highway fund is allocated to San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara Counties. About $185,000 a year ends up in this county for transportation projects only.

"It is increasingly difficult to maintain a project long enough to get it done," said Case. "It takes a long time to get one done and meanwhile the political groups control the project change. Each group has a different idea about what they want done."

Case cited the Los Osos Valley Road project as an example. "To get started on a project," Case said, "you begin with surveillance methods. Accident rates and patterns on the highway in question are studied. A traffic projection, the process of computing whether the highway will become inadequate, is made."

Once it is decided that a larger road is needed, the actual project begins. The first step is route planning. The location and the environmental impact on the area chosen are considered. This takes about five years to complete.

The second step is getting right-of-way permission and clearance of the area. Resident's rights are considered and compensated for their property. The third step is the actual construction stage, which is designed to take from two to three years and usually takes from nine to 10 years.

"Studies of the Los Osos project were begun in the 1960s," Case said. "Since then, the city has changed its mind several times. The route was changed after much controversy and now the city has decided against continuing any work on it until a later date."

According to Case, the general consensus is that there should be more emphasis on improved public transportation rather than better roads.

"Some of the goals of mass transportation are to eliminate parking problems, reduce air and noise pollution, reduce cost, and increase safety," Case said.

"Mass transportation helps the parking problem, but the amount of pollution and the cost per person depend on the number of people using the system. Mass transportation has a greater safety factor than private cars though," he said.

Case said that the public is looking for flexibility, convenience, comfort, privacy, and accessibility to transportation.

"A car is very flexible and convenient," he said. "But mass transportation must have a fixed time and a fixed route. People find as much comfort as they want in cars with air conditioning and radio. They also have a lot of privacy. People have to be willing to go to some inconvenience. Few women are willing to rise at 6 a.m. the night before because the security is minimal. Private cars are much less dangerous for a woman traveling alone."

The pros and cons of highway construction were topics of a lecture given by Henry Case during Engineering Week.

Case believes that some mixture of cars and mass transit systems must be found. "But there will be few radical changes in transportation modes in the near future," he said. "Improvements still have to be researched and developed. Projects for the 1980s must be worked on today."

Death penalties delayed

Tallahassee, Fla. (UPI) -- Gov. Reubin Askew, who voted as a state senator to retain capital punishment, granted a mass stay of execution Wednesday to the 91 prisoners on Florida's death row until July 1, 1973.

The moratorium in Florida followed by a less than a week a decision by the California Supreme Court that state's capital punishment law was unconstitutional. That decision ordered the death sentences of 108 men and five women on California's death row reduced to life imprisonment.

"Recent court decisions and statistical studies have cast doubt upon the constitutionality and efficacy of the death penalty as a form of punishment," Askew said.

Authentic luau is slated

The Hui O' Hawaii club members demonstrate their flair for cooking each year when they serve delicious strips of teriyaki steak during Poly Royal. Most of the 46 members of the club are Hawaiian. "We come to this college because it has a good curriculum," said Nord Yamasaki, president of the club.

Many of the Hawaiian students who apply here have trouble getting accepted because of the tight enrollment. The club raises enough extra money for three $100 scholarships which are awarded to Hawaiian students each year.

Some of Hui O'Hawaii's other activities include roller skating parties and ski trips. On the club's agenda for this quarter is a ski trip to Yosemite and 15 members from the Hawaiian club at Fresno State.

Viet Cong using mortars

Beijing (UPI) -- South Vietnamese troops sweeping south of a key fire base in the Central Highlands Wednesday stumbled upon four giant Chinese-made mortars capable of firing 600 shells about five miles. They believed the first such artillery pieces ever seen inside South Vietnam.
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(and Ampex-distributed tapes)
Available Now

782 Higuera  544-5757
San Luis Obispo
Agricultural teaching materials produced by this school will be given international distribution under a marketing agreement with the British firm of Colchester-Hughes Limited, according to Pres. Robert E. Kennedy.

The production of film strips, multimedia kits, and other instructional aids are offered by the Vocational Education Production under the supervision of Clyde Horirote. They are sold on a non-profit basis at a price that covers only mass-production and distribution expenses.

The California State Department of Education funds this project under the Vocational Educational Act.

Farms harvest energy...

Hijack victims

Two weeks ago, Pres. Robert Kennedy tried to call KCPR but could not get through. He called the phone company and they told him that no limits whatsoever had been set as it would appear to be, under the phone company's licensing agreement with the area. Zuchelli said this has resulted in the founding of a volunteer group that is trying to slow down the phone company and to build up volunteer support for unlimited development in the San Luis Obispo area.

What resulted was a voluntary telephone company.......

Christian meet slated tonight

Keith Hood will be sharing "Five Points for Evangelical Christians" at the meeting of the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF) tonight.

Hood, former president of the University of Southern California, is currently working as an IVCF staff member in Los Angeles.

The meeting will be held in CU 206 at 7 p.m. The public is invited.

Nixon goes seeing sight

Peking (UPI) — President Nixon set out on the first sight-seeing tour of his China visit Thursday after nine hours of secret talks with Premier Chou En-lai that have yielded the prospect of continuing, expanded Sino-American contacts in the spirit of "peaceful coexistence."

The general outlines of a broad agreement, including a communications channel short of diplomatic relations and an exchange of students, scientists and newsmen, emerge as Nixon set out on the first sight-seeing tour of his China visit Thursday after nine hours of secret talks with Premier Chou En-lai that have yielded the prospect of continuing, expanded Sino-American contacts in the spirit of "peaceful coexistence."
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The general outlines of a broad agreement, including a communications channel short of diplomat...
Excess waste in the form of fat is removed from an animal's ribs during a three-hour lab at the Food Processing department here.

The process of cutting steaks involves the help of two students—one to hold the steaks when they are together and the other to catch the finished product.

Cutting through the bone takes the grunts of one man and the coaxing of a helpful partner.

Steaks, in its finished form, is scraped by the use of a modified curry comb.
CALIFORNIA Regional race still wide open

by STEVE GALE
Sports Editor

I don't think I'll press my luck by predicting who's going to win with the Mustangs, UC Riverside coach Denny Johnson rests during break in match against Fresno State last week. Mustangs are preparing for NCAA college tournament to take place in Orange, New York next week.

"We can't go on meeting like this!" — Danny Johnson rests during break in match against Fresno State last week. Mustangs are preparing for NCAA college tournament to take place in Orange, New York next week.

Open archery

Students with an interest in archery are invited to the San Luis County Bowmen who will host archery in Avila Beach, according to Rallymaster Bain.